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A論 文 内 容 要 旨         E 
The distinction of original and new architectural materials is the restoration method especially applied for reassembling 
archaeological monuments. These members are distinguishable, for examples, by means of using different types of architectural 
members or of sculpturing the newly inserted parts plane unlike the original ones with detailed ornaments. According to the Venice 
Charter―the international guidelines on the restorations of monuments and sites―, it regards the former material as a respectable 
element to achieve the intervention goalP0F1P. The genuine also has an important role; it is one of information sources to evaluate the 
authenticity of UNESCO World Cultural Heritage sites. These roles testify values of original materials in Europe where many 
historical buildings contain durable materials such as stone and bricks. In order to comprehend their importance historically, this 
dissertation deals with following steps until the restoration measure became the global method. 
The first step discusses the restoration theory of a Roman architect, Giuseppe Valadier (1762-1839). Making old and new 
architectural materials different, he directed interventions of ancient monuments in Rome in the first half of nineteenth century. Why 
did Valadier execute the restoration measure? To solve the question, it exemplifies the intervention of the Arch of Titus with his 
publications and archival sources housed in the State Archive in Rome. 
As a result, it clarifies “intermediate sculpturing”―his intention to new architectural materials. Valadier did not make precise 
copies: he had an idea to conserve the remaining structure having historical and aesthetic values through relieves recordings, for 
instance, the victory in the war in Jerusalem and detailed ornaments; therefore, decorations are essential components to triumphal 
arches. However, he rather sculpted new members simple for tracing his restoration work. In his opinion, visitors may misunderstand 
the historicity of the Roman arch if the new members had precise sculptures as if they were the genuine, so that the distinctions had a 
task to imply which parts are the original or not. 
Valadier attempted to integrate old and new architectural materials: the decision-making may be due to the restoration of the 
1 ICOMOS. (No Date). International charter for the conservation and restoration of monuments and site (The Venice charter 1964). Retrieved from 
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eastern outer wall of the Colosseum. The amphitheater, reinforced by his colleges, Raffaele Stern (1734-1794), and other architects in 
the beginning of the nineteenth century, has a buttress and arches covered in bricks. As to this intervention, Valadier commented it 
“unpleasant to eyesP1F2P”; thus, he construed the buttress in the western outer wall as similar as the ancient structure. This idea also had 
been applied to the Arch of Titus: new architectural members harmonized with the rest of the parts in a single monument. 
The intermediate sculpturing must be the solution for Valadier to materialize his intentions―respecting original materials, 
tracing the restoration, and having the architectural proportion. For this reason, he has differentiated old and new architectural 
materials in the interventions of ancient Roman monuments. 
The second step, the spread of the restoration measure, targets the restoration theory of Camillo Boito (1836-1914) proposed 6 
articles regarding of the architectural interventions in the fourth congress of Italian engineers and architects in Rome in 1883. Today, 
both his work and an additional article, the Article 7, presented by other participants are known as the first restoration charter in ItalyP2F3P. 
The dissertation explores the context of his thought not only from verbal minutes of the first, second, third, and fourth congresses, but 
also from his publications. 
It was essential to establish the restoration guidelines in the national level after the foundation of the Kingdom of Italy in 1861. 
The proceeding of third congress notes that a participant, Gennaro Gaudiosi (?-?), stated the legal necessity for architectural 
conservation. Besides, Boito asked the congress as the government will have issued the lawP3F4P. 
Why did Boito suggest the restoration measure in the fourth congress? According to the introduction of his proposals, he 
regarded monuments as historical records, so that it was mandatory to conserve them. In fact, he brought the idea from his colleague, 
Giuseppe Mongeri (1812-1888)P4F5P. In spite of the general concept of architectural monuments, Boito had an idea to restore them based 
on their building types: the ancient, the medieval, and the RenaissanceP5F6P. In reference to its first category, each architectural material has 
“an intrinsic importanceP6F7P” making them valuable; therefore, they must be preserved. For proving their worth, he suggested the 
distinctions of architectural materials in different eras, exemplifying past interventions such as outer walls of the Colosseum and 
triumphal arches executed in the first half of nineteenth centuries. These examples prove that Boito brought the idea from past 
activities in Italy. 
The focus in the third step is the global spread through the influence of Gustavo Giovannoni (1873-1947) in the international 
experts conference for the protection and the conservation of artistic and historical monuments. Held in Athens in October 1931, 
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so-called the Athens Conference was organized by the International Museum Offices, one of Institute on the League of Nations, with 
approximately 120 attendances from Europe and the United States. Why did Giovannoni contribute to diffuse the restoration measure 
abroad? To understand his work, it used a new source, the verbal minutes of the meeting. 
On October 25, participants visited the Athenian Acropolis where excavations and restorations were taken place: Nicolas 
Balanos―the director of the Acropolis activities―provided an opportunity for the conference to present and to discuss about the 
on-going works. One of them was the restoration of the northern colonnade of the Parthenon bombarded in 1687. While the Greek 
engineer decided reassembling fallen original marbles (anastylosis) on the site, it required to prepare new architectural materials. A 
well-known fact was that the mission of Thomas Bruce (1766-1841), the Lord Elgin, took away a large number of marbles including 
a drum and a Doric capital of the northern colonnade8 to the United Kingdom. 
The proceeding of the Athens Conference records that Balanos explained on substitutive members to participants. Although he 
initially attempted to use Pentelic marble―the same materials of the genuine, he abandoned it due to some problems9. For this reason, 
the Greek engineer chose limestone of Piraeus covered with iron beams. On the surface he put cement colored as equal as the ancient 
materials10. As to the substitution, the official document records many disagreements from participants: some of them had anxiety on 
physical alterations of both iron and cement that would have been damaged to the ancient monument. Among them Giovannoni 
suggested to insert another stone materials instead of cement, so that it would have been easy to distinguish original and new 
architectural members. The conference adopted these opinions, and they became elements to be a part of the general conclusion of the 
Athens Conference. In reference to the ruined monuments, it notes, “steps should be taken to reinstate any original fragments that may 
be recovered (anastylosis) … the new materials used for this purpose should in all cases be recognisable11.” This sentence shows that 
the restoration measure was the proposal from Giovannoni, and this fact demonstrates the Italian influence to the restoration guidelines 
for archaeological monuments internationally. 
This dissertation concludes with a destructive aspect of the authenticity concept evaluated original architectural materials 
historically. In the case of the Arch of Titus, it used to belong to the convent of the Frances of Rome (Santa Francesca Romana) 
contributed to sustain the arch structure laterally. However, the French Empire broke it with other buildings in the 1810’s for returning 
the ancient view in the Roman Forum. The historical fact tells that the project resulted to victimize the post-ancient constructions. How 
can we record these disappeared buildings that has supported cultural heritage once? This documentation must be the new role to 
evaluate the historicity of each heritage. 
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